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SCINTILLA – INTER COLLEGE CULTURAL FESTIVAL
February 29, 2020
JSB organized SCINTILLA – the Annual Inter College Festival on Saturday, 29th February, 2020 in the campus. The scintillating event
provided a platform to the students to showcase their talents and potential for the different events held throughout the day.
The function commenced with the traditional lamp lighting ceremony to invoke the blessings of goddess Sarasvati. This was followed by
a mesmerizing dance performance by JSB students. The Director and Dean Academics welcomed the dignitaries, encouraged and
wished the participants all the best in celebrating the‘joie-de-vivre’. The Chief Guest Mr. Kumar Pankaj, National Bureau Chief of
Deshbandhu, in his address, highlighted the role and significance of extra-curricular activities in overall development of a student. The
Guest of Honour, Mr. Vivek Shandilya, Senior Anchor of Republic India News channel emphasized on how these activities forman integral
part of work-life balance. Mr.Vinod Malhotra, Member, Board of Governors, JSB enlightened the gathering with his words of wisdom and
exhorted all to learn to have fun while learning.
There were multi faceted talents to be explored in this event which witnessed participation of 82 teams from 38 colleges of Delhi & NCR
viz., Lady Shri Ram college, Sri Aurobindo College, Janaki Devi Memorial college besides many others who participated in this gala
event. The events held were face painting competition, PubG, tug-of-war, singing and dance competitions in solo and group formats.
Highlight of the day were the performances by the teams in Nukkad-natak. The themes were very much apt with the current social
issues at play and were effectively enacted by the participants. The Band Sting added zing to the event. The event concluded with a
fashion walk which saw maximum cheering by the audience. The performances in almost all the events upped the fun quotient and
created an atmosphere of vibrancy and excitement among the students. The winners were presented with prizes and certificates
during the valediction. Dr. Santosh Singhal, the Convener of the event, delivered the Vote of Thanks at the conclusion of the ceremony.
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Importance of Good Communication
Michael Page
calendars, address books, and organisational functions at the
fingertips of your team members.
Ÿ

Direct messaging - Email can be a great way to discuss wider
projects. But, to make it easier for your employees to have fast
conversations throughout the day, give them access to direct
messaging tools such as Sametime or Skype. These tools give them
the ability to have real time conversations, without waiting for email
replies.

Ÿ

Video conversations - Video communication gives the opportunity to
have face-to-face conversations with teams from other offices and
even overseas. Video conversations encourage effective
collaboration and allow your staff to get to know each other better,
rather than being a voice at the end of the phone.

Ÿ

Human conversation - This may seem obvious, but with the tools
above being so readily available in the workforce today, people can
sometimes forget to have normal conversations with each other, and
prefer to send an email instead. Encourage your teams to get up and
speak to one-another when they can, the email confirmation can
always come afterwards if it is needed.
Top tips on promoting effective communication
We’ve outlined some of the key areas where organisations can
improve and enhance their communications, beyond the technology
available in today’s market.
Define goals and expectations - Managers should be delivering clear,
achievable goals to individuals, and their entire team. It is important
to outline exactly what is required on any given project. This ensures
that all staff are aware of the objectives of the project, the
department, and the entire company.

Good and effective communication is an essential tool in achieving
productivity and maintaining strong, lasting working relationships at all
levels of an organisation. Employers who invest time and energy into
delivering clear lines of communication will rapidly build trust amongst
employees, leading to increases in productivity, output, and morale in
general.

Ÿ

Poor communication in the workplace, due to personal reasons or a lack
of sufficient technology, will inevitably lead to unmotivated, illinformed staff that may begin to question confidence in their abilities
and eventually the organisation as a whole. At Michael Page, we
recognise the importance of effective communication, and what can
happen if business leaders aren’t encouraging communication across the
business. Here’s information on effective communication and the tools
that businesses can use to make this happen within their organisation.

Ÿ

Deliver your message clearly - Delivering a clear message to your
team will ensure that they completely understand what you want
them to do, and your objectives for setting these tasks. Get your
message across clearly without causing confusion or offence.

Ÿ

Choose the appropriate medium - Whilst face-to-face
communication is the most straight-forward way of discussing topics
with your team, it isn’t always an option. It is important to figure out
what you are going to say, and why, and that you choose the right
medium. Take time to decide if an email, telephone call, or memo is
the best way to get your message across.

Ÿ

Keep everyone involved - If you want effective communication to run
throughout the entire office, you need to be accessible. Make sure
that the lines of communication are kept open at all times. It will
encourage them to open dialogue with you regularly. This is
particularly important when dealing with remote staff.

Ÿ

Listen to your team members - The ability to listen to your colleagues
and take any suggestions or feedback that they give seriously, is
crucial. Real listening shows respect and allows you to learn about
any outstanding issues you may need to address as an employer.

Take steps to improve communication
There are a number of things that businesses can do
communication within their offices. Such as supplying
technology staffs needs to be able to communicate
coherently both in and out of the office; or, encouraging
communicate effectively with their teams.
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The right technology for effective communication
There are a number of tools that businesses can use to promote effective
communication in the office, when sitting down in a room together isn’t
possible.
Ÿ

Email - Communicating through email is a great way to track
communications and keep relevant people in the loop. Even though
many businesses operate through email, it is important to teach your
teams the value of this tool. Email applications often act as the tool
that ties businesses together, with comprehensive meeting
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Effective communication in the workplace is an integral part of
business growth and collaboration between professionals. So,
don’t just deliberate, communicate!!
Source: michaelpage.co.uk

SESSION ON BUDGET ANALYSIS
February 03, 2020

“Coming together is a beginning
keeping together is progress
and working together is success”

Jaipuria School of Business organized a session on “Budget Analysis” on 3rd February, 2020.
Resource person was CA Amit Gupta, Member of Direct Tax Research Committee-ICAI. He
highlighted the major changes in the budget and how it will impact individuals and
organizations. Various relevant aspects related to trade, start-ups, income and national growth
were also discussed. Event was coordinated by Dr. Santosh Singhal.

Henry Ford

“Climbing to the top demands
strength, whether it is to the
top of Mount Everest or to the
top of your career. To succeed in
your mission, you must have
single-minded devotion to your
goal”
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam

WORKSHOP ON EXIM
February 06, 2020

“Entrepreneurship is neither a
Science nor an Art. It is a
practice”
Peter Drucker

Students of JSB attended a workshop on EXIM (Export Import Documentation and costing)
conducted by Mr Rajan Vaish visiting faculty, JSB. The workshop was aimed at giving students
some practical exposure on Export Import Documentation and calculate costing associated with
each shipment. The workshop was followed up with a visit to a ICD to gove the classrtoom
experience a practical exposure.

LIVE TRAINING SESSION IN CAPITAL MARKET
February 07, 2020
Second year students of Finance Specialization, Batch (2018-2020), Jaipuria School of Business
got an opportunity to attend a workshop related to Capital Market Trading by Institute of Bulls
and Bear Management (IBBM) Noida recently. The session was attended by 1st batch of 7
students. The next batch will attend session on 28th Feb 2020. IBBM is a premier Stock Market
Institute of Delhi and NCR, known for its Career oriented and knowledge enriched program in
the Financial Markets. In this workshop, the students learnt all the essential knowledge and
skills of stock markets along with various short term financial courses. The whole training was
practical based and under the guidance of IBBM experts
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GUEST LECTURE ON IMPORTANCE OF SALES & DISTRIBUTION
FEB 07, 2020
A session on the importance of sales and distribution was conducted by Mr. Sanjit Padhi, Director – Advent Business Advisory on 7th February 2020.
In his over 35 years of vast experience, he has worked with many iconic brands like UB group /DIAGEO/Heinz/Escorts /SAB in India /Europe
/Africa and Asia. He focused on sales and distribution strategies to boost profit and grow the business. He shared that a good way to start a
business is by breaking down the process into discrete, manageable elements. He also discussed on supply chain management, as a core area of
marketing. It was a very interactive and fruitful session for the students

GUEST LECTURE ON PLACEMENT
READINESS
February 08, 2020
Jaipuria school of Business organised a workshop for PGDM 1st and
2nd year students at the Rajaram Jaipuria Hall of Inspiration on
Placement Readiness by Dr. Kishor Adhikari who is doctoral-level
training expert in behavioural sciences with significant academic and
professional experience in counselling, coaching and mentoring
training and education. His expertise is build over of experience both
in industry and academia in Nepal and abroad. He also has
professional-level experience in employee assistant program. He is
interested in developing competent HR manager and
entrepreneurship by combing behavioural science and technology. He
has received Nepal Bidya Bhushan padak class A and B for his
outstanding academic contribution from govt of Nepal 2018. He is
founder of People Development Pvt. Ltd. And a member of trustees of
institute of Crisis management and Studies and also director of
master in counselling course.He teaches career development and
international HRM to MBA students as a faculty in multiple colleges.
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WORKSHOP ON LIFE SKILLS & HAPPINESS
February 12, 2020
JSB organized a workshop on “Life Skills and happiness” at its campus. The workshop was conducted by Mr. Pankaj Munjal, a certified trainer of
CBSE and a coach who delivers value-education based holistic program under the aegis of Mind Tune. The trainer very beautifully brought out the
ways through which these life skills may be practiced and imbibed by the students. He discussed, soft skills are the skills that can’t be taught
directly, these can be acquired only through practice. The activities conducted by the speaker during the one and a half hour workshop were very
apt and engaging.

STUDENTS ATTEND AIMA HRM
CONCLAVE
February 12, 2020

JSB students attended a HRM Conclave at AIMA which was on
the theme of “HR Strategy on Talent, Technology &
Transformation”. The programme was chaired by Mr. S Y
Siddiqui, Executive Advisor – Maruti Suzuki India
Technology is rendering both serious challenges as well as
opportunities for Corporates and organisations. There will be
a direct impact on HR Strategies & Processes involving
People, Technology & Need for Transformation. Thus HR
needs a major transition and fast. HR for the digital age
requires a reinvention of the strategies and methods for
hiring, training, evaluation, rewards, engagement & Value
Add to Business.
HR has to facilitate organization transformation for winning
in the physical and the digital realms and also for agility to
adapt to shifts in technology and market. HR has to manage a
complex talent ecosystem that includes a multi-generation
workforce, gig workers and smart machines. HR itself is
getting automated and the HR professionals have to learn to
work with data, robotics, and artificial intelligence and align
with business strategy to add value to business.
The Conclave was held considering the above imperatives.
The event witnessed participation by several pioneers of the
corporate world such as Vice President HR of TATA SteelSuresh Dutt Tripathi, P Dwarakanath- Chairman GSK
Consumer Healthcare Ltd. and HR Managers of Dabur India,
Air India, Amazon, Infosys, etc.

Key takeaways from the conclave:
Ÿ

Business model should be flexible enough to sustain in this
tech savvy and dynamic environment. Rigid models often
take business out of vogue.

Ÿ

Technology being adopted by businesses should be in
context of the respective countries.

Ÿ

When talking about innovation and talent, top level
management is not the only source but the blue-collar
workforce has a major contribution.

Ÿ

Application of mind is important in a phase when we are
mostly reliable on technology without much thinking.

Ÿ

As far as the rise of gig workforce is concerned, structure of
organization has to change as generation changes.

Ÿ

In order to bring a transformational change, mindset of
people has to be focused on.

Ÿ

In a world where the new generation tech savvy gig
workforce wants more in no time, patience is a key element.
Results takes time, not before time.
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DICT VISIT
February 14, 2020
On 14th February 2020, 22 students of PGDM 2nd year students along with 2 faculty members got an opportunity to visit Delhi International Cargo
Terminal at Sonepat. There they had extensive learning how import and export of consignment are managed and the process of logistics involved
in managing them. They also got the knowledge of the various clients of DICT.
It was a wonderful learning experience for the students and they asked number of relevant questions for better understanding

GUEST LECTURE ON INDIA – 5 TRILLION DOLLAR ECONOMY
February 15, 2020
Mr. V. Kumaraswamy, CFO – JK Paper Ltd., an IIM, Ahmedabad alumni delivered a lecture on “ India a S 5 Trillion Economy” to the PGDM
students at JSB. Mr. Kumaraswamy broke down the economy into various parts including what all impacts our GDP and what all
elements, section, sectors and actions contribute to the GDP and what are the factors which pull the growth down.
He elaborated each element in detail supported by data and also reflected upon how other countries have attained continuous growth
in their GDP. His every argument was supported by historical data and future projections linked to performance of every element with
due sensitivity analysis.
Mr. Kumaraswamy was of the view that the target of $5 Trillion economy is very much doable and within reach.
The session was very informative and well attended by the students and was highly interactive. Students asked many relevant
question which were answered in detail by the guest speaker.
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